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About This Game
Gamers, this is a beta test, an early access game! Please understand the bugs and write to us when you find them.
Many issues have already been resolved, changes will be published in the next build. Build is being tested in Steam.
Write here:
https://steamcommunity.com/app/903710/discussions/0/
Remember the days of online shooters, remember sleepless nights in computer clubs, emotions, adrenaline, rapture and rage.
The multiplayer shooter Headshot VR will immerse you in a dynamic atmosphere of virtual reality using the HTC Vive.
Features:
- multiplayer game mode 5x5
- communication with players (you can talk with players)
- choice of 3 (currently) maps
- a choice of 7 weapons
- control with weapons when using layouts
- shooting mode
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Title: Headshot VR
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
VR Studio
Publisher:
VR Studio
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10
Processor: intel Core i5
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 970
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 2 GB available space
Sound Card: n/a
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Cute game with nice cheerful cell shaded graphics. Very nice sound and music. If only it wasn't so damn frustrating it would
actually be fun. Didn't really like the physics and constantly crashing my kart no matter what I did. After playing it I wish I had
that time back.. >Plays Hakumen
"Ha, ya like damage?"
Play CF. Pain... I kept wondering why the F$#\u00a8% i bought this thing....
the Tycoon addition to the name definetly tricked me... but it was the first and only time.. Thx to this game i will always triple
check a game if it has Tycoon added to the name....
Its stupid, plain silly. No challenge, yet no chill. Its just sad... seriously dont buy this think "oh manage a restaurant type
o\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665quot; nope nope, its more like a celphone game, clicky clicky type of
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 crap.
If i got this game for free i would seriously sue the mofuc&*&. Defeated the Entire Game in 12.2 Hours
Good:
Graphically it looks good.
Bad
Its a point and click, your choices don't matter honestly.
It felt like I kept doing the same things OVER and OVER again...watch my troops autofight a battle, click some rooms in a
dungeon to loot items, and repeat all steps.
As probably said elsewhere, There are worse games but for its price it is just not worth it.. The game does crash often and
doesn't save often enough. The puzzles are random non-sense and don't always work like they should. I ran into a wall literally,
and fell out of the map. The game feels and looks half done and half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665made. I have never
wanted my money back with any game I didn't like after purchasing but this is the first. Hostel creators or object in the game
have large hit boxes and are unnecessarily hard to get past. I just don't like this game...
I would NOT recommend this game to anyone. If you do end up buying this game then just don't go over two hours so you can
get your money back.
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Enjoyable little game. Some of the instructions are a bit funny. To enable xbox controller support, Press Ctrl + Y and move all
the checkmarks to joypad. To fullscreen press 3. To make the game not an autorunner, change the controls to dpad. The controls
feel a little bit floaty, but overall I enjoy the game and the writing. Characters are snarky and you get achievements for lots of
random things. Such as inspecting poo. lol
All and all, not the next Mario but a fun way to waste a couple of hours when you are bored. OST is bright and cheery.. Good
game, i enjoyed it.
Could not stop until i reached the end of all 3 levels.
Lasted 81 minutes lol, but still a descent game for the price.
maybe the levels will be longer in the future, who knows.. a better remake based on the original PAKO1.
Looking forward to adding more stages ：）. Nice physics and flight controls but not much of a racing game unfortunately. The
tracks, if you can even call them that, are pretty bland and unlike something like F zero theres no sense of incredible speed.
Graphics are good for what they accomplish but would have preferred better racing.
Weapon selection is cool though. I just wish there were more enemies to use them on. Fzero on nintendo 64 had 50 racers at
once.
5\/10. Corgi Warlock is an awesome game that delivers in absolutely every aspect. It takes about 3-4 hours to beat and each and
every minute of them is fun. There is a very high number of different enemies, a bunch of bosses with some nice mechanics and
weak points. The difficulty increases as you progress through the game but it never gets too difficult to become frustrating.
And it's ONLY 3 euros at full price, which goes down to -80% (0.60) on sales. To maximize the fun, you should play with a
controller and up to 3 friends, but I played it alone on a keyboard and still loved it. :). Combination hidden-object game and
(non-complex) farming simulator, with some cute minigames and a tie-together plot. Overall, a good "here's all the casual games
you like to play, have at them" mesh. 10 hours to 100% completion, and it starts getting monotonous\/overly simple by that
point, but a reasonable fun afternoon.. Manages to wear out its welcome within a couple of minutes.
You can master and explore 100% of this games content in 2 minutes.
Pass this by like all of this guy's other games.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/pgdu8N_c8eM. Nice little sneaking suit, available from the beginning for me so I had a proper sneaking suit
way before I should have, plus the fact that it's really neat looking.
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